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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
Increasing competition among airline manufacturers and operators has highlighted the 
issue of aircraft efficiency. Manufacturers view increased operating efficiency as a means 
to attract and retain customers in an overall shrinking market. Airlines view increased 
efficiency as essential to minimizing fuel costs and lowering the ‘break-even’ operating 
point. 
One means to improve aircraft operating efficiency is to exploit the redundant control 
egector capability present in all commercia! trmsport aircraft. This means t,ha.t. t.here exists 
more than one means of trimming out the forces and moments required to obtain any desired 
steady-state flight condition. This additional freedom can be used to achieve drag reduction 
capabilities. Currently, aircraft flight conditions are fine-tuned through thousands of hours 
of wind tunnel and flight testing to ‘optimize’ the aerodynamic configuration. The resulting 
configuration is a compromise between cruise performance and low speed performance. True 
aircraft performance optimization is a highly integrated problem which requires state-of- 
the-art controls technology to optimize the performance of an integrated aircraft including 
both aerodynamic and propulsive disciplines. 
Most aircraft have a Flight Management System (FMS) which produces model-based (pre- 
dicted) optimal trajectories that define the altitude and velocity paths the aircraft follows. 
It is envisioned that a first cut adaptive performance optimization system would mini- 
mize drag at the FMS-determined flight conditions. Future efforts could investigate global 
optimization of the flight condition and redundant surface positions. 
This report documents an adaptive control approach developed by Honeywell Technology 
Center for minimizing trim drag, along a specified trajectory, for subsonic transport aircraft. 
This approach is based on an on-line least squares estimation method used to develop a 
model of the aerodynamic effects of the redundant surfaces. This model is used to determine 
the optimal position of the redundant surfaces for the actual flight conditions experienced. 
The results are demonstrated through simulation studies using a simulation model of the 
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Lockheed L-1011 commercial transport aircraft. Although this particular report deals 
only with aerodynamic control surfaces, the approach is equally applicable to engines with 
redundant control capability. . I  
1.1 Problem Statement 
This objectives of the study described in this report are as follows. 
1. Quantify the relationship between the excitation signal parameters and the perfor- 
mance of the adaptive controller during steady level flight using the active ailerons. 
2. Extend the approach to simultaneously optimize the active ailerons (syiiiiiietric de- 
flection of ailerons) and the outboard flaps during steady level flight. 
3. Extend the approach to optimize the active ailerons during a climbing trajectory 
with a fixed throttle, following a given calibrated airspeed until the cruise Mach is 
obtained, then continuing to climb holding the cruise Mach number. 
1.2 Terminology 
The term “redundant surface” will often be used in this report to refer specifically to 
the additional surfaces that are available for optimization. The horizontal tail surface is 
considered the primary pitch control effector, and the active ailerons and outboard flaps 
are considered to be the “redundant surfaces” and will be explicitly optimized. The steady 
state position of the primary control surface is implicitly optimized by ensuring that the 
aircraft is in trim while the redundant surfaces are optimized. 
The term “redundant” is sometimes used to collectively refer to the set of all pitch control 
effectors as a “redundant set,” where there is one constraint on the set (moment equilib- 
rium) and the additional degrees of freedom can be used to optimize the set. However, this 
terminology is not used in this report. 
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1.3 Nornenclat ure 
Speed of sound (ft/sec) 
Excitation amplitude (deg) 
Mean aerodynamic chord (feet) 
Least squares solution 
Drag coefficient 
Lift coefficient 
Pitching moment coefficient 
Specific energy (ft/sec)2 
Altitude (feet) 
Ambient air pressure 
Power lever angle (percent) 
Dynamic pressure ( Z b / f t 2 )  
Pitch rate (rad/sec) 
Laplace variable 
Wing area (sq. feet) 
Thrust (lb) 
Control signal vector 
Effective control surface used for pitch axis autopilot feedback. Primarily Sht. 
First effective control surface used for optimization. Primarily Sa,. 
Second effective control surface used for optimization. Primarily Sf,. 
True airspeed (ft/sec) 
Calibrated airspeed (ft/sec) 
Angle of attack (deg or rad) 
Horizontal tail surface deflection (deg) 
Active (symmetric) aileron deflection (deg) 
Outboard flap deflection (deg) 
Flight path angle (deg or rad) 
Air density ( sZug/ft3) 
Excitation signal frequency (rad/sec) 
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Chapter 2 
Modeling 
The model used in the evaluation of the adaptive controller is the Lockheed L-1011. The 
Fortran simulation of the L-1011 at Dryden was loaded onto the computers at Honey- 
well, and the subroutines relating to the aerodynamics were incorporated into an existing 
Honeywell aircraft simulation. This simulation is an implementation of the full 6-degree- 
of-freedom rigid body equations of motion of an aircraft. 
The model includes the following surfaces: horizontal tail, elevator, outboard and inboard 
ailerons, active ailerons (symmetric deflection of outboard ailerons), outboard and inboard 
flaps, and rudder. The horizontal tail surface is used as the primary pitch control surface, 
and the elevator is operated on a schedule based on the horizontal tail surface. 
The vehicle weight used for all of the simulations in this report is 408,000 pounds. This 
weight does not change with time - fuel burn is not simulated. 
2.1 Full Aerodynamic Model 
The aerodynamic model is broken into two parts, a high-speed model that includes Mach 
effects, and a low-speed model that includes flap effects. The aerodynamic force and 
moment coefficients are functions of the surface positions, angle of attack, Mach number 
and vehicle mass properties. These functions are primarily implemented with data table 
lookups for components of the coefficients due to the independent variables. 
The full aerodynamic model includes lift, pitching moment and drag due to the active 
ailerons, but the drag effects modeled are only linear. A quadratic drag term was added to 
the existing model, resulting in the following model for drag due to active outboard aileron 
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deflection: 
C D ~ ~ ~  = -0.0003 6aa + 0.0000375 Q baa + 0.0001 62, 
where, Sa, and Q are measured in degrees. 
The full aerodynamic model includes no flap effects at high speed. To obtain a model of the 
aerodynamics of small flap deflections at high speed, the lift and moment characteristics 
were assumed to be similar to the low speed model. A linear model of the lift and moment 
due to the flaps was developed at low speed using a least squares approach, and these 
aerodynamic coefficients were assumed to be valid for small deflections of the flaps at high 
speed. The drag model at low speeds is not useful for the purposes of small angle deflections, 
since the model only contains data points at ten degree intervals. The drag model for the 
outboard flaps at high speed was assumed to be similar to the outboard ailerons, and a 
simple model was formulated. The resulting aerodynamic model for the outboard flaps at 
high speeds is as follows: 
CL&,* = 0.001892 6fi 
C M ~ , ~  = -0.001365 651 
C D ~ , ~  = -0.0004 6j1+ 0.0000375 cy &,I+ 0.0002 6j1 
where, 6fi and a! are measured io degrees. 
It is appropriate to stress that these models are not intended to be an accurate repre- 
sentation of the performance of the L-1011. Our intention is to create a model that is 
representative of the character of the actual model. This model will allow the testing of 
the adaptive controllers described in this report. Conclusions based on this report should 
be limited to the operation of the controllers to locate the optimum surface positions, and 
not on the size of the performance benefits to be gained by the use of the controllers. 
2.2 Least Squares Approximate Aerodynamic Model 
Some of the control algorithms described in this report require knowledge of the aircraft’s 
aerodynamics. It is not practical to implement a large database, such as the L-1011 model 
described above, in a flight control computer. A special aerodynamic model is proposed 
and the coefficients of the model are determined using a least squares approach. 
The special aerodynamic model is: 
The coefficients are assumed to be functions of Mach number only. The least squares 
estimate of the coefficients was computed for a series of flight conditions by calling the full 
aerodynamic database with a range of independent variables as described below. 
Variable Minimum Maximum 
cr 0 5 
bht -6 0 
baa -4 12 
65 1 0 5 
Units 
degrees 
degrees 
degrees 
degrees 
# Points 
11 
4 
9 
3 
A least squares estimate of the aerodynamic coefficients was computed for 6 representative 
flight conditions. The results are summarized in the table below 
M = 0.35 
0.01652 
-.0003620 
-.0002477 
-0.0003 
-0.0004 
.0006369 
.0000090 
0.0001 
0.0002 
.0002766 
.0000375 
.0000375 
0.04853 
0.09982 
0.02299 
0.002639 
0.001892 
-0.07704 
-0.02427 
-0.05677 
-0.002824 
-0.001365 
0.5 
0.01541 
.00002 1 16 
-.0000459 
-0.0003 
-0.0004 
0.0004644 
.00001679 
0.0001 
0.0002 
0.0002326 
0.0000375 
0.0000375 
0.06334 
0.09496 
0.02394 
0.002460 
0.001 892 
-0.08237 
-0.02218 
-0.05912 
-0.002966 
-0.001365 
0.6 
0.01582 
-.0002090 
-.0000927 
-0.0003 
-0.0004 
.0005637 
.00002096 
0.0001 
0.0002 
0.0002791 
0.0000375 
0.0000375 
0.06209 
0.1000 
0.02497 
0.002355 
0.001892 
-0.08637 
-0.02274 
-0.06165 
-0.002975 
-0.001365 
0.7 
0 .O 1596 
-.0004786 
-.0001339 
-0.0003 
-0.0004 
.0006913 
.00002986 
0.0001 
0.0002 
0.0003436 
0.0000375 
0.0000375 
0.06094 
0.1051 
0.02593 
0.002269 
0.001892 
-0.09068 
-0.02328 
- 0.06402 
-0.002913 
-0.001365 
8 
0.8 
0.01680 
-0.002206 
-.0004517 
-0.0003 
-0.0004 
0.001551 
.00007727 
0.0001 
0.0002 
0.000731 8 
0.0000375 
0.0000375 
0.06292 
0.1171 
0.02622 
0.002056 
0.001 892 
-0.09069 
-0.02460 
- 0.064 75 
-0.002751 
-0 .OO 1365 
0.85 
0.01 783 
-0.002267 
-.0006368 
-0.0003 
-0.0004 
0.00303 1 
.0001065 
0.0001 
0.0002 
0.001 348 
0.0000375 
0.0000375 
0.06507 
0.1297 
0.02623 
0.001727 
0.001 892 
-0.09242 
-0.02456 
-0.06478 
-0.002515 
-0.001365 
Units 
no units 
per deg 
per deg 
per deg 
per deg 
per deg' 
per deg' 
per deg' 
per deg' 
per deg' 
per deg' 
per deg' 
no units 
per deg 
per deg 
per deg 
per deg 
no units 
per deg 
per deg 
per deg 
per deg 
For a given flight condition, the above table is interpolated to the current Mach number to 
compute the aerodynamic coefficients. 
The aerodynamic coefficients C M ~  and CL, were taken directly from the full aerodynamic 
model. 
This least squares aerodynamic model is used in the guidance law, the inner loop control 
law, and the adaptive algorithm for optimization during climb. An analytical method to 
minimize drag using the least squares model will be presented in Appendix B. 
2.3 Engine Model 
A simple engine model was implemented for this study, since the detailed dynamical perfor- 
mance of the engine will not affect the results. The engine thrust is modeled by a first order 
lag on the throttle command, with a gain proportional to the density ratio, the throttle, 
and the rated sea level thrust. The rated sea level thrust for the L-1011 is 150,000 pounds. 
This approximation of thrust variation with altitude is a standard approximation for tur- 
bojet and turbofan engines. (For example, see reference [5 ] ,  page 499). 
2.4 Sensor and Actuator Dynamics 
The sensors and actuators are modeled by first order lags with the break frequencies sum- 
marized in Tables 2.1 and 2.2. The sensor models are very simplified, and pessimistic with 
respect to the speed of response. This does not have significant impact on the performance 
of the adaptive controller - especially since these signals are subsequently passed through 
even slower lag filters prior to use by the adaptive controller. 
The simulation uses an angle-of-attack sensor for the altitude hold guidance algorithms and 
the inner loop control. It is recognized that typical autopilots do not use an Q sensor. The 
closed loop characteristics of the guidance and control laws used in this report are similar 
to typical autopilots. The a sensor is not used by the adaptive controller. 
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(rad/sec) 
20 
Table 2.1: Sensor bandwidths used in simulation 
Actuator 
~ P L A  
Bandwidth 
(rad/sec) 
30 
30 
30 
5 
10 
Table 2.2: Actuator bandwidths used in simulation 
2.5 True Optimization of Aerodynamic Model 
The true optimal position of the surfaces for the full aerodynamic model will be used to 
measure the performance of the adaptive algorithm. The true optimum was found by 
trimming the aircraft across a range of the redundant surfaces. The drag is plotted versus 
bo,, with 6j1  = 0, in Figure 2.1. The drag is plotted versus Sa, for various positions of 
6jl  in Figure 2.2. The drag is plotted versus 611 for various positions of Sa, in Figure 2.3. 
These plots were computed at the steady level flight condition of Mach = 0.827 (Vt = 
803.5 ft/sec), altitude = 37,000 feet. Figure 2.4 shows the drag versus Sa, at several points 
during the climb trajectory. 
The optimal surface positions, the minimum drag points in the Figures shown, are sum- 
marized in Table 2.3. Where applicable, the flight conditions are related to the climb 
trajectory for cross reference to the climb simulations described in Section 5.5. 
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Altitude = 37000, Mach = 0.627 
Trim Drag 
(pounds) 
29000 
29330 
29530 
29670 
29760 
2983 1 
29860 
~ 29640 
Aileron (degrees) 
Figure 2.1: Trim Drag as a Function of Active Aileron 
Time During 
Climb (sec) 
0 
250 
600 
1100 
N/A 
N/A 
N/* 
N/A 
I .  
I Altitude I Mach I Aileron 
(feet) 
10,000 
18,000 
24,000 
29,000 
33,000 
36,000 
37,000 
37,000 
0.576 
0.670 
0.745 
0.820 
0.820 
0.820 
0.827 
0.827 
0.0827 
0.51 1 
0.895 
1.241 
1.549 
1.805 
1.880 
1.872 
Flap 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1.203 
Table 2.3: Minimum Drag as a Function of Altitude and Mach 
0 
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Altitude = 37000, Mach = 0.827 
30400 
- 
\ 
30200 
1 
/ /  
-' - D r 
a 
9 
( 
p 30000 
n 
d 
S / 
-- -. 0 U 
) 29800 /<5- 
- F a - - -   - - - - - - ,-  =-ee:* d *  
--: -+- 
29600 1 1 1 1  1 1 1 1  I I I I  I l l 1  I I I I  I l l 1  
1.5 2.0 2.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 
Aileron (degrees) 
Figure 2.2: Trim Drag as a Function of Aileron for Various Flaps 
Altitude = 37000, Mach 5 0.827 
Flap (degrees) 
Figure 2.3: Trim Drag as a Function of Flap for Various Ailerons 
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Nti- = 18000. ma - 0.67 Nti- - 33000. mch - 0 . 0  
Ntltud. - 24000, l l c h  I 0.145 
M1-m (drlnr) Ailam C&gxna) 
Figure 2.4: Trim Drag as a Function of Aileron, Altitude, Mach During Climb 
Chapter 3 
Feedback Optimization Approach 
The approach used to optimize the redundant surface positions is based on a least squares 
estimation (LSE) algorithm to determine a model of the performance criterion as a func- 
tion of the redundant surface positions. The redundant surfaces are excited by sinusoidal 
deflections to provide the LSE algorithm with sufficient information to compute a model. 
The model formed by the LSE is used to compute the surface positions that optimize the 
performance criteria. 
This approach is based on the assumption that the aircraft is following altitude and velocity 
commands with the altitude and velocity loops closed via feedback. 
Two performance criteria, or cost functions, were used in this report: 
1. Thrust Command (T,) was used for the steady level flight conditions. 
2. Measured energy rate minus modeled energy rate (Ah) was used for optimization 
during climb. 
The performance criterion is denoted as J. 
The true objective for the optimization during cruise is to minimize the fuel flow at a fixed 
airspeed, but a minimization of the commanded thrust will accomplish the same goal and 
does not require a model of the fuel flows. 
The energy rate was selected as the performance criterion during climb instead of simply 
the rate of climb, since the energy rate will be less sensitive to disturbances than the climb 
rate. This will be discussed further in Section 3.3. 
Figure 3.1 shows a general block diagram of the adaptive control method used in this 
report. 
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Figure 3.1: Block Diagram of Adaptive Control Method 
3.1 Estimation Method 
The model to be estimated is the performance criterion as a function of the redundant 
control surfaces, or J ( u ) .  Both of the performance criteria used in this study depend 
directly on the drag due to the redundant surfaces, which is a parabolic function of the 
control surfaces. 
3.1.1 Estimation for 0 ne Redundant Surface 
Consider a model for one redundant control surface of the form: 
where J represents the performance criterion and u1 represents the redundant surface 
deflection. The objective of the estimation algorithm is to observe the measurements of 
the performance criterion J and correlate it with 211. 
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A least squares algorithm can be used to fit many measured data points to the simplified 
model. Representing the measured data points in matrix form: 
Ji 
J2 
Representing the above matrix and vectors as A,  b, and c: 
b = A c  
A batch approach to a least squares solution can be found from the above equation alone, 
but it is undesirable to store this much information in the on-board computer and subse- 
quently perform a batch solution. Typical batch solutions to least squares problems involve 
either a singular value decomposition of the A matrix, or an LU decomposition. The num- 
ber of data points taken during the observation period is large (5,000 to 50,000), since the 
sensors are sampled often to allow the random disturbance effects to average out. Storage 
of this much data on a flight computer is not necessarily impractical, but it is unnecessary. 
The least squares solution will need to be computed periodically to determine when the 
model has converged, and computing a batch least squares solution on this large amount 
of data will be time consuming. 
An alternative but equivalent approach to least squares solution is found by premultiplying 
both sides of the above equation by AT to obtain the least squares solution E. 
(ATA)i: = ATb 
This approach lends itself to onboard computation since the matrix ATA and the vector 
ATb can be generated real-time as summations of measurements. Written out fully: 
Expressed in matrix form: 
M t = R  where M = ATA , R = ATb 
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Each term in M and R can be computed on-line, adding the proper products of the current 
measurements of the control surface and cost function. The solution to the above equation * 
can be found explicitly using matrix inversion, which is practical for a 3x3 matrix, or using 
an algorithm for solving simultaneous linear equations. The computations simplify greatly 
due to the symmetry of the matrix. 
If the estimation algorithm is to be operating for short periods of time, the above formu- 
lation is sufficient. However, if the algorithm is to be operating for extended periods of 
time, it is desirable to have the more recent measurements weighted more heavily in the 
estimation. An exponential forgetting of old data can be implemented in a simple fashion 
by multiplying the old value of each summation by a forgetting factor. prior to adding the 
current data. For example, to compute the current value of the summation of the control 
signal, the (1,2) element of the M matrix: 
The forgetting factor f is chosen by selection of a time constant ~ f f .  
where At is the control law sample period. Typical values used in this report are: At = 
0.0125 seconds, r f f  = 300 - 800 seconds. 
3.1.2 Estimation for Two Redundant Surfaces 
Consider a model with two redundant control surfaces to be a paraboloid of the form: 
The inclusion of the c4ulu2 term is not obvious, since the aerodynamic model used in this 
study does not contain any direct drag due to the product of u1 and 112. It can be expected 
that this term will be non-zero in actual flight, so it is included in the development of the 
algorithm. 
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Following the same steps as the method for one control surface: 
This equation is solved using a linear equation solver. It is not practical, or desirable, to 
solve this using explicit inversion of the 6-by-6 matrix. For this study, the solution was 
found by calling a LINPACK algorithm for symmetric linear equation solutions. 
To help ensure good numerical properties of the linear equation solution, a scaling of the 
units should be considered. The condition number of the above matrix can be large if 
the signals u1 and uz are measured in radians, for instance. To achieve a lower condition 
number, the units of degrees were chosen for this study, which is a reasonable normalization 
of the signal magnitudes. 
The computational aspects of this method for higher numbers of redundant control surfaces 
may be a limiting factor if the on-board computational resources are limited. 
3.2 Optimization 
The least squares estimator is allowed to observe the response of the aircraft to the excita- 
tion signal for a period of time before any attempt is made to compute the optimal surface 
positions. 
To compute the optimal surface positions, the least squares model is explicitly differentiated 
to solve for the extrema1 value of the redundant controls. For one redundant surface, the 
optimum position is found from: 
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For two redundant surfaces, the optimum position is found from: 
J = c0 + Ci'tli+ ~ 2 ~ 2  + ~ 3 4  + cq'tll~2 + C ~ U ?  
-1 
- 4c3c5 - c; [ z4 z ]  [ :I
The optimal signals output from this optimization method may be discontinuous when 
the system is disturbed by wind gusts and sensor noise. This is especially true when the 
estimation has not had enough time to gather a sufficient amount of data, the disturbance 
environment is severe, or if the excitation signals are too small. Under extremely poor 
conditions, it is possible for the least squares paraboloid to be very flat and the extrema1 
value of the model to be far from the current position. For these reasons, the optimal 
signals axe passed through signal limiters and filtered. Second-order low pass filters were 
chosen to provide a smooth response in the optimal command when the optimization is 
first turned on. The low pass filters used in this study are: 
a2 
(s + a)2 a = 0.04 rad/sec 
3.3 Optimization During Climb 
The objective for optimization during climb is to optimize the rate of climb for a fixed 
throttle setting while tracking a commanded calibrated airspeed or Mach number. However, 
the sensing of climb rate is very susceptible to disturbance from wind gusts and sensor noise. 
It is reasonable to expect the measured energy rate to be disturbed less by wind gusts, so 
it is selected as the objective for optimization. 
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There is a significant complication to simply optimizing E,,,, in that this quantity is 
changing due to performance variations as the Mach and altitude change. In fact, these 
performance variations will dwarf the small drag changes due to movement of the redundant 
control surfaces. To allow the variations due to the redundant surface deflections to be 
optimized, the altitude effects will be removed by using a model of the expected performance 
for a nominal aileron position. Without this correction, we can expect to be trying to find 
the maximum of a curve like shown in Figure 3.2. 
t.-gym 
I Symrneoic Aileron 
Figure 3.2: Complication With Optimization During Climb 
The basic objective of the correction is to remove most of the drift in the observed en- 
ergy rate to allow the adaptive controller to detect an optimum aileron position. So, the 
performance criteria in the optimization is: 
A block diagram of the adaptive controller for optimization during climb is shown in Fig- 
ure 3.3. The trim performance model is computed by an algorithm described by the 
flowchart in Figure 3.4. The quantities h,d and had are the altitude and altitude rate 
commands from the guidance system discussed in Section 4.2 on the climb trajectory guid- 
ance law. Em,,, is the current measured total aircraft energy and is also described in 
Section 4.2. The performance model is computed by trimming out the stored aircraft 
model along the commanded path. Currently, this algorithm is implemented by calling the 
least squares aerodynamic database iteratively to achieve equilibrium. In practice, it will 
be much more practical to store a simplified trim model of the aerodynamics and engine 
performance on-board the aircraft. This model does not need (and should not include) the 
redundant surface effects - only the trim drag and thrust as functions of altitude, velocity 
and power setting, for nominal positions of the redundant surfaces, are required. 
It is important to  stress that the performance of the adaptive controller is not sensitive to 
the accuracy of the aerodynamic model used. The primary need for the model is to remove 
some of the drift of energy rate during the climb. If the model is inaccurate it will have 
little bearing on the performance of the adaptive controller. 
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Figure 3.3: Block Diagram of Optimization During Climb Adaptive Controller 
Figure 3.4: Flowchart of Trim Performance Computation 
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3.4 Control Effector Mixing 
The control surfaces are run through a mixer to help decouple the adaptive control system 
responses, in a feedforward fashion, from the aircraft guidance and control laws. The 
excitation commands to the redundant surfaces (211 and 212) will disturb the pitch axis of the 
aircraft and produce inner-loop autopilot responses. Also, the optimal drag configuration 
may be a function of the vehicle angle of attack and tail surface positions, so a feedforward 
command from the inner loop control signal (uo) to the redundant surfaces (baa and b,,) 
may help decouple the response due to environmental disturbances. Both of these types 
of cross coupling effects can be minimized with a feedforward mixing of the surfaces to 
provide the controllers with effective surfaces that will provide decoupled control. 
Consider a mixer as shown in Figure 3.5. 
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Figure 3.5: Control Effector Mixing to Reduce Cross-Coupling 
This mixer can be written in matrix form: 
The gains GI and G2 provide a feedforward path to the inner loop control system to com- 
pensate for the pitching moments and lift caused by deflections of the redundant surfaces. 
These gains command the correct amount of pitch control effector to provide a net zero 
moment for no change to the lift coefficient. This implicitly requires a change in the vehicle 
angle of attack. 
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Consider the least squares model for lift and moment. 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
For a specified lift coefficient C L ~ ~ ~ ~  and CM = 0, and considering S f ,  to be fixed at its 
current value, this can be solved for 6ht in terms of Sa,: 
!lZ 
2vt cL 
= cLo + cLacr + CLht6ht + CLaa6aoa + cLj16fl  + cLq- 
q Z  
C M  = C M o  C M a a  + CM/,tbht -I- CMaa6aoa + c M j I 6 f l  -I- C M q -  2vt 
For the purposes of this derivation, everything in the above equation can be considered 
constant except 6ht, 6,, and a. To solve for 6ht in terms of 6,,, differentiate with respect 
to a: 
Similarly, 6ht in terms of 611, holding Sa, constant, 
The gains PI and P2 are intended to deflect the active aileron and outboard flap to stay on 
the predicted line of minimum drag when the horizontal tail is deflected to reject environ- 
mental disturbances. 
Expressions for PI and P2 will be derived later, during the derivation of the analytical 
optimization in Appendix B, but it is not clear that it makes sense to implement the 
control in this fashion in a production aircraft. This would put the active ailerons and 
outboard flaps in the inner loop feedback path, which may impact the certifiability of the 
primary control system. The simulations shown in this report use the value of zero for PI 
and P2. 
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3.5 
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Sensor Filtering 
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10 
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The sensors used for the adaptive control and the outer loop guidance controllers are 
filtered to reduce the effects of random disturbances. A full implementation of the adaptive 
controller would likely get its sensor information from an inertial system that provides the 
functionality of this filtering, and more. 
The following table shows the sensors that are filtered in the simulation and the break 
frequency of the filters. All of the filters are first order lag filters. 
3.6 Excitation Signal Considerations 
The adaptive controller requires that enough information be present in the sensor signals 
to be able to form a model of the system. This is accomplished with the injection of 
sinusoidal signals to the redundant surfaces. The larger the amplitude of the excitation 
signal, the more information the adaptive controller has, and the better it will perform. As 
the disturbance environment becomes more severe, it is expected that the amplitude of the 
excitation signal must increase for successful location of the optimum surface positions. 
However, it is desirable to not use too large of an excitation signal, since large devia- 
tions of the redundant surfaces from their optimum positions will carry a corresponding 
penalty in drag and autopilot performance. If the adaptive algorithm will only operate 
for a short period of time, this may be acceptable. But if the adaptive algorithm will 
operate continuously over a long period of time, then the selection of an excitation signal 
amplitude requires a trade-off between accurately finding the optimum surface positions 
and encountering increased drag due to the surface deflections. 
A Monte Carlo simulation analysis has been performed to analyze the relationships between 
excitation signal amplitude, excitation signal frequency, disturbance environment, and the 
performance of the adaptive controller. See Section 5.4 for this analysis. 
Perhaps the best way to implement the adaptive controller in a production aircraft is to 
have the adaption occur periodically during the flight, as the flight condition changes merit 
it. This allows the use of large excitation signal amplitudes to accurately find the optimum 
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surface positions, while not incurring the penalty associated with large surface deflections 
for long periods of time. 
I .  
It would even be practical to develop a database of knowledge about an aircraft’s optimum 
surface positions as a function of flight condition. This would allow the freedom to turn 
off the adaption on a gusty day, and just command the stored values of optimum surface 
positions. The database can be maintained on smooth days, or smooth potions of the flight, 
to account for the aging of the vehicle. 
3.6.1 Excitation of Multiple Effectors 
Each redundant surface is excited by a sinusoidal signal of a different frequency. It is im- 
portant to ensure that the information provided to the adaptive controller is sufficient, and 
the relationship between the multiple excitation signal frequencies can play an important 
role. A plot of the independent variables should trace out a good coverage of the indepen- 
dent variable space, but it should also do so in a relatively short period of time. For this 
study, a ratio of frequencies of 3:2 was chosen for the two excitation signals. 
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Chapter 4 
Guidance and Control Laws 
Guidance and control laws have been designed and implemented for the purpose of this 
study, and are described here to document the simulation analysis of the adaptive controller. 
The adaptive controller does not depend on these particular guidance and control laws, 
although it does assume that these or similar G&C laws are in place. 
The particular guidance and control laws used in this study have a more general form than 
typical production systems for transport-sized aircraft, but are very useful in the G&C de- 
velopment and simulation environment due to their highly parameterized formulation. The 
guidance and control laws use aircraft model data (aerodynamic and propulsive) directly, so 
development of G&C laws and closed loop simulations for new aircraft applications requires 
little effort. 
4.1 Altitude and Velocity Hold Guidance Law 
The altitude and velocity hold guidance law is used for maintaining a constant altitude 
and airspeed during cruise. The inputs are the commanded altitude and velocity, hmd 
and Vmd, and the necessary feedback signals, h, &, and y. The feedback signals are the 
measured and filtered quantities described earlier. See Figure 4.1 for a block diagram of 
this guidance law. 
A desired altitude rate is formed by: 
where bh is a bandwidth gain of 0.13 rad/sec. This is converted to a flight path angle 
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Figure 4.1: Block Diagram of Altitude and Velocity Hold Guidance Law 
command based on the current airspeed. 
The flight path angle and velocity loops are described by: 
The solution of the angle-of-attack and throttle setting that achieves " j e s  and v d e s  is imple- 
mented by an inversion of the point mass equations of motion, including the least squares 
aerodynamic model. Consider the point mass equations of motion: 
D 
m 
= ---gssinT+Tcoscu 
The above equations can be solved for a commanded thrust and angle-of-attack, Tcmd and 
a,d, to achieve the desired rates of change, Vde8  and ?des. 
An iterative scheme is used to solve for the commands that satisfy the above equations. 
The aerodynamic model used during this inversion is the least squares approximate model. 
The computed angle-of-attack command is passed on to an attitude controller, and the 
thrust command is passed directly to the throttle command by inverting the engine model. 
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4.2 Climb Trajectory Guidance Law 
- 
Y 
- 
Figure 4.2: Block Diagram of Climb Trajectory Guidance Law 
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The essence of this guidance law is that the pitch moment effectors must be used to track 
the desired speed, since we are not free to change the throttle setting during the climb. 
a d  
* 
The method used in this report to control and M is to compute an altitude command 
that will achieve the desired airspeed through a trade-off between kinetic and potential 
energy. This altitude command will be used as an input to an altitude controller. 
a h  
aE hand 
' P L '  Engine - 
This method of computing the altitude command is not unique. The approach taken here 
is to assume that a maneuver to the commanded altitude happens over a relatively short 
period of time, so that the total energy of the aircraft doesn't change. See Figure 4.3. 
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Figure 4.3: Calibrated Airspeed Tracking Strategy 
The altitude command is found by inverting a model of the calibrated airspeed, or Mach 
number, as a function of altitude for the current measured energy level. For example, 
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consider a model of the calibrated airspeed: 
where, 
V, = $(Emeas - g h )  
a ( h )  = speed of sound 
p( h )  = ambient air pressure 
The inverse of the calibrated airspeed model can be represented by: 
It is also desirable to provide the altitude controller with a feedforward altitude rate com- 
mand. To achieve this, the partial derivative of the altitude command with respect to the 
energy level is found. This is then multiplied by the measured energy rate: 
where the quantities &, y, andG are measured and filtered. 
The altitude tracking is similar to the altitude and velocity hold controller, with the ex- 
ception that the throttle is fixed and there is an integral term added to the altitude error: 
where bh is a bandwidth gain of 0.13 rad/sec, and bhi is an integrator bandwidth gain of 
0.04 rad/sec. 
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The dynamic inversion does not include the velocity rate equation, since the throttle is 
fixed and the velocity is not being explicitly controlled. 
(4.14) 
The above equation can be solved for a commanded angle-of-attack, a c m d ,  to achieve +des. 
L gcosy Tsincr +- + = --- 
mV, v, mvt 
(4.15) 
The thrust T used in the above solution is found by evaluating the engine model at the 
current altitude and throttle setting. 
The computed angle-of-attack command is passed on to an attitude controller. 
4.3 Pitch Attitude Controller 
The pitch attitude is controlled by a simple dynamic inversion controller that commands 
a pitch rate q - d  to track the desired angle-of-attack a-d. See Figure 4.4. 
I I I 1 I 
Figure 4.4: Pitch Attitude Controller 
The pitch dynamics are inverted to achieve the desired ci. 
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(4.16) 
(4.17) 
(4.18) 
(4.19) 
The lift expression in this equation is written in terms of the effective controls u,, u1 and 
u2. Deriving the aerodynamic coefficients in terms of these controls: 
(4.20) 
(4.21) 
g cos y + Tmd sin CY 
vt mvt (4.23) 
The feedback control deflection u, that appears above is found by assuming that the mo- 
ments will be trimmed. 
-- 
(4.25) 
(4.26) 
Substituting this in the equation for gad: 
(4.27) 
g cos y + Tmd sin CY 
vt mK 
-- 
Defining composite lift coefficients for zero moments: 
(4.29) 
(4.30) 
(4.31) 
(4.32) 
(4.33) 
(4.34) 
(4.35) 
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Rewriting Q-d with these composite lift coefficients: 
(4.36) 
(4.37) 
Solving for qmd:  
4.4 Inner Loop Pitch Controller 
The inner loop pitch controller computes the feedback command u, to achieve the desired 
pitch rate. The controller used for this study is a general dynamic inversion controller for 
inner loop aircraft control called MACH (for Multi- Application Control). References [9], 
[lo], [ll], and [12] each contain a description of this control law. 
Chapter 5 
Simulation Analysis 
The drag minimizing controllers described in this report were tested under a variety of 
operating conditions. This chapter presents simulations of the controllers and summary 
plots of a Monte Carlo simulation analysis. 
This chapter is organized as follows: 
1. Discussion of realism effects (wind gusts and sensor noise) 
2. Simulations with no adaptive controller 
3. Simulations of the basic adaptive controller 
4. Monte Carlo simulation analysis of the basic adaptive controller 
5. Simulations of optimization during climb 
6. Simulations of optimization of multiple effectors 
All of the level flight simulations are carried out at a commanded altitude of 37,000 feet, 
and a commanded airspeed of 803.5 feet/second (Mach 0.827). 
The climb trajectory is specified by an initial condition at 10,000 feet and a calibrated 
airspeed of 320 knots (540 feet/second). The aircraft tracks a constant calibrated airspeed 
until it reaches a Mach number of 0.82, then it tracks this Mach number. The throttle is 
held fixed at a value of 46.5% of maximum thrust. At 10,000 feet, this amounts to a total 
thrust of about 51,000 pounds. 
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5.1 Realism Effects 
The simulations presented were performed under three possible cases of realism effects: 
1. No disturbances - to illustrate the algorithm operation 
2. Light disturbances 
3. Moderate disturbances 
The Monte Carlo simulation analysis was performed with both light and moderate distur- 
bance levels. 
5.1.1 Dryden Wind Gust Model 
The wind gust model was simulated as follows: 
where: u = 1 ft/sec for light wind gust levels, u = 5 ft/sec for moderate wind gust levels, 
Q = 10 ft/sec for severe wind gust levels, L = 1750 feet, V = aircraft instantaneous 
velocity, and a, is white noise with zero mean and unit standard deviation. This model 
is consistent with the description of the Dryden gust model found on page 459 of the 
document ADDFL-TR-69-72, the guide for MIL-F-8785B. [6] 
5.1.2 Sensor Noise Model 
Sensor noise was simulated by passing zero mean white noise through low pass filters and 
adding these signals to  the aircraft model’s state variables. The standard deviations of the 
white noise are derived from the ARINC standards for Inertial Reference Systems, and are 
listed in the table below. (81 
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I Standard 
- 
V 
9 
7 
h 
Q 
- 
Deviation 
0.25 f t / s e c  
0.09 deg 
0.1 deglsec 
0.09 deg 
5 f ee t  
1.0 l b / f t 2  
To simulate light levels of sensor noise, the above la values are divided by two. 
5.2 Simulation With No Adaptive Controller 
Figure A.l  shows the altitude hold and velocity controller simulated with no disturbance 
to show the transient due to imperfect trim of the guidance and control laws at the initial 
condition. This transient is present in all of the simulations, but may not be seen when it 
is drowned out by the random disturbances. The hang-off in airspeed and altitude from 
the commanded 803.5 feet/second and 37,000 feet is due to mismatches between the full 
aerodynamic model of the simulated aircraft and the simplified aerodynamic model used 
in the guidance laws and inner loop controller. The guidance laws do not include integral 
control, so the commands are not perfectly achieved at steady state. 
Figures A.2 and A.3 show the altitude and velocity hold controller simulated with light 
and moderate disturbance levels to show the response of the nominal system for these 
disturbance levels. 
5.3 Simulation of Basic Adaptive Controller 
Simulations of the basic adaptive controller optimizing the active ailerons are shown in 
Figures A.4, A.5 and A.6. 
Each simulation of the adaptive controller follows the sequence of events: 
0 0 seconds: start excitation signal 
0 0-50 seconds: allow initial condition transient to subside 
0 50-200 seconds: estimation of model without optimization 
0 200-end of simulation: optimization active 
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The simulations are run for 600 seconds for light disturbance levels, and for 800 seconds 
for moderate disturbance levels. 
The excitation signal for these three simulations has an amplitude of 1.5 degrees and a 
frequency of 0.04 rad/sec. 
For all three simulations, the initial position of the active ailerons is zero degrees, and 
the excitation signal initially oscillates the ailerons about this position until the adaptive 
controller is turned on. 
Figure A.4 shows the operation of the adaptive controller with no disturbances. 
optimal surface position is quickly and accurately located. 
Figure A.5 and Figure A.6 show the adaptive controller simulated with light and moderate 
disturbance levels. The adaptive controller requires about 500 seconds to converge to the 
optimum surface position for light disturbances, and about 600-700 seconds for moderate 
disturbances. 
The 
5.4 Monte Carlo Simulation Analysis 
Two series of simulation analyses were undertaken, one to evaluate the effect of changing the 
amplitude of the excitation signal and one to evaluate the effect of changing the frequency 
of the excitation signal. For both series of Monte Carlo simulations, 30 simulations were 
performed at each value of the independent variable, and the analysis was performed for 
both light and moderate levels of wind gusts and noise disturbance. 
Each simulation follows the sequence of events described in Section 5.3, with one difference: 
the initial position of the active ailerons is at one degree, and the excitation signal is initially 
oscillating about this position until the adaptive controller is turned on. 
There are two different ways of using the adaptive controller, and two corresponding criteria 
of evaluating how well the adaptive controller is working. 
1. Run the adaption for a short period of time, then fly the aircraft with no adaption. 
The objective is to accurately locate the optimal surface positions. 
2. Run the adaption continuously for a long period of time. The objective is to minimize 
the total fuel consumption, which is a trade-off between accurately finding the optimal 
surface positions and drag penalties due to large surface deflections. 
The Monte Carlo simulation results are presented to evaluate the performance of the adap- 
tive controller using both of the above criteria: final surface position and average thrust 
level. 
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The table below is a cross reference to the Monte Carlo simulation analysis summary 
plots. Each of the summary plots will show a solid line which is the average of all of the 
simulations performed at that value of the independent variable. The dashed lines represent 
plus and minus one standard deviation. The amplitude specified on the horizontal axis is 
the amplitude of the sine wave, or one half of the peak-to-peak magnitude of the excitation. 
Amplitude Sweep 
Surface Position 1 Ave. Thrust 
Freq. Sweep 
Surface Position 
Light Dist. 
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Aileron position as a function of excitation amplitude 
Excitation frequency = 0.04 rad/sec 
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Figure 5.1: Amplitude Sweep, Final Optimum, Light Disturbance 
As shown in Figures 5.1 and 5.4, theadaptive controller does not find the optimum surface 
position if the excitation amplitude is not large enough. For the light disturbance levels, 
the excitation signal needs to be above 0.7 degrees, and for moderate disturbance levels 
at least 1.3 degrees. As the excitation amplitude is increased above these values, the 
standard deviation of the result decreases, showing that the algorithm more reliably locates 
the optimum surface position with a stronger excitation. Above a certain amplitude of 
excitation, however, the algorithm is doing the best it can with the encountered disturbance 
environment, and the standard deviation stays flat. The optimal surface positions shown 
in these figures should be compared to the optimal values given in Section 2.5. 
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Average thrust as a function of excitation amplitude 
Excitation frequency = 0.04 rad/sec 
. o  
I 
Figures 5.2 and 5.5 show the variation of average thrust during the simulation with changes 
in the excitation amplitude. The results shown in these figures are tabulated from the same 
Monte Carlo simulation runs used in Figures 5.1 and 5.4. Since the active ailerons were 
started close to the minimum drag position for these simulations, these figures should be 
interpreted as showing the drag penalty of operating the adaptive controller continuously 
with a high amplitude excitation signal. As the amplitude increases, the surface spends too 
much time away from the optimal position, thus increasing the average thrust required. 
Comparing Figure 5.1 with Figure 5.2, one can observe the trade-off between accurately 
locating the optimum surface position and the associated penalty in continuously operating 
the adaptive controller. To guarantee accurate detection of the optimum surface position, 
the excitation signal should be operated in the 1.5 to  2 degree range, but this carries an 
associated penalty of about 50 to 100 pounds of drag. Using the adaptive controller only 
until the optimum surface position is located, then shutting the adaption and the excitation 
signal off, achieves all of the benefits of the drag minimization without the corresponding 
penalty due to a large excitation signal. Similar conclusions can be made comparing Figure 
5.1 with Figure 5.2. 
Observing Figures 5.3 and 5.6, there does not seem to be a significant relationship between 
the frequency of excitation and the performance of the adaptive controller. There is some 
degradation of the adaptive controller performance at high frequencies of excitation in the 
range of the outer loop bandwidth, but this does not seem to be very significant. 
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Figure 5.3: Frequency Sweep, Final Optimum, Light Disturbance 
5.5 Simulation of Optimization During Climb 
Figures A.7, A.8 and A.9 show simulations of the adaptive controller during climb for three 
levels of disturbance environment: none, light, and moderate, respectively. In all of these 
simulations, the initial position of the active ailerons is zero degrees. The forgetting time 
constant of the estimator is reduced to 500 seconds to allow the adaptive controller to track 
the optimal surface position as it changes. 
The optimal surface position (qOpt) shown in these figures can be compared to the optimal 
surface positions given in Section 2.5, Table 2.3, shown as x's on the plot of the optimal 
surface position. 
The plots of the optimal surface position (ulopt) show that the adaptive controller rapidly 
converges to a steady value slightly above the optimal value, and then tracks the optimal 
value as it changes slowly with time. 
5.6 Simulation of Optimization of Multiple Effectors 
Figures A.lO, A . l l  and A.12 show simulations of the adaptive controller applied to the 
simultaneous optimization of the active ailerons and outboard flaps for three levels of 
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Aileron position as a function of excitation amplitude 
Excitation frequency = 0.04 rad/sec 
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Figure 5.4: Amplitude Sweep, Final Optimum, Moderate Disturbance 
disturbance environment: none, light, and moderate, respectively. 
The plots of optimal active aileron and outboard flap positions (ulOpr and 
as functions of time can be compared to the true optimal positions found in Section 2.5. 
respectively) 
Observing Figure A.lO, with no disturbances, the adaptive controller already has enough 
information to accurately compute the optimal surface positions when it is turned on at 
400 seconds into the simulation. 
Observing Figures A.ll and A.12, with light and moderate disturbances, the adaptive 
controller requires about 700 seconds to converge to the optimal surface positions. 
The plots of the flap position versus the active aileron position are a graphical way of 
showing how well the two-dimensional space of independent variables is covered during the 
simulation. 
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Chapter 6 
Concluding Discussion 
This report describes an adaptive controller used to minimize the drag of an aircraft by 
taking advantage of the available redundant control surfaces. The controller is based on 
the optimization of a performance model that is generated by least squares estimation. 
Sinusoidal excitation signals are applied to the redundant control surfaces to ensure that 
enough information is present in the observed sensor signals for the proper operation of the 
model estimation. 
A Monte Carlo simulation analysis was performed under a realistic simulation environment 
that includes wind gusts, sensor noise, and differences between the simulated aircraft dy- 
namics and the dynamics modeled in the controller. This analysis shows that for light 
disturbance environments the adaptive controller consistently and accurately locates the 
optimal active aileron position. For moderate disturbance environments, the adaptive con- 
troller requires more time to converge and the optimal solution contains discontinuities 
that require filtering. 
The Monte Carlo simulation analysis investigated the influence of the excitation signal 
amplitude and frequency on the performance of the adaptive controller as measured by 
the computed optimal active aileron position and the average thrust level. The study 
shows that the adaptive controller more accurately locates the optimal surface position 
as the excitation signal amplitude is increased, as expected, and that the selection of the 
excitation signal frequency is not as critical. The analysis also quantified the corresponding 
drag penalty incurred when the adaptive controller is continuously operated for extended 
periods of time. 
The adaptive control approach has been extended to operate during climbing flight, and 
several simulations show that this extension works. For light disturbance environments, 
the active aileron position converges to the optimum position, and continues to track the 
optimum position as it moves during the climb. This approach requires on-board storage 
of a special model of the basic aircraft aerodynamics and propulsion effects, however, the 
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convergence of the adaptive controller to the true optimal surface positions is not sensitive 
to the accuracy of this stored model, 
The adaptive control method has also been extended to simultaneously optimize the active 
ailerons and the outboard flaps, and several simulations show that the adaptive controller 
performs well. 
The benefits to be gained by minimization of aircraft drag are immense. A reduction in 
fuel consumption of 1% translates into a savings of about $100,000 annually for a typical 
commercial transport. For the aircraft model used in this report, accurate optimization 
of the active ailerons saves about 260 pounds of drag out of 30,000 pounds (0.87%), and 
simultaneous optimization of the outboard flaps and the active ailerons saves about 480 
pounds of drag (1.6%). However, the significant result of this report is the demonstration of 
an adaptive control approach which can find the minimum drag configuration of an aircraft 
despite model mismatch, wind gusts, and sensor noise. 
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Appendix A 
Simulation Time Histories 
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Appendix B 
Analytical Opt irnizat ion 
For the special aerodynamic model given in Section 2.2, it is possible to analytically derive 
the optimal surface positions. It is also possible to use these results to compute the variation 
of the optimal surface positions with respect to the lift coefficient. This result can be used 
to compute values for the feedforward decoupling gains PI and Pz referenced in Section 3.4. 
The analysis is shown below for both the active ailerons and the outboard flaps. Optimiza- 
tion of just the active ailerons is a special case of the general solution and will be shown 
later. 
The objective of the analytical optimization is to minimize the drag at steady level flight. 
where C L , ~ ~  is the lift coefficient required to achieve steady level flight at the desired flight 
condition. 
This optimization can be computed by considering a cost function that represents the drag 
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coefficient adjoined with the constraint equations. 
At the optimal value of the surface positions, the variation of the cost function will be zero 
for arbitrary variations of the independent variables. 
- C D ,  
- C D ,  
- C D ,  
'spec - C L ,  
- c M ,  
- c D 4  
This equation can be solved numerically for a given flight condition. For the case of just 
the result can be expressed by the following 
4 0 ,  
4 0 ,  
C L s p e c  - CLO 
- c D 4  
- C M ,  
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For the flight condition used for the steady level simulations in this report, 37,000 feet, 
Mach 0.827, the following aerodynamic coefficients are applicable: 
.01736 
-.1282 
-.03168 
-0.01711 
- .02298 
7.748 
.3062 
.3281 
.6598 
3.510 
.1223 
.1223 
.06411 
7.107 
1.503 
.1075 
.1084 
-.09163 
- 1.409 
-3.711 
-.1502 
-.07821 
The lift coefficient necessary for level flight is C L , ~ ~ ~  = 0.54. The optimal solution with the 
outboard flaps included is: 
Sa, = 1.9003 degrees 
651 = 1.186 degrees 
6ht = -3.238 degrees 
a = 4.475 degrees 
The optimal solution with the outboard flaps not included is: 
Sa, = 1.9036 degrees 
Sht = -3.194 degrees 
a = 4.483 degrees 
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These values compare quite well with the values empirically derived in Section 2.5 by calling 
the full aerodynamic database, and the values of the control surfaces found by the adaptive 
controller. 
As the lift coefficient varies, the optimal surface positions vary. To compute the variation of 
the optimal surface positions the optimal solution is numerically differenced by computing 
the solution at two CL’S (CL, and C L ~ ) .  Representing the relationship between the optimal 
surface positions as a 3-D line: 
Normalizing the direction vector for unit bht results in the first column of the mixing matrix 
described in Section 3.4. 
1 1 
[ i’] = [ ~~~~~~~~ ] = [ -0.4010] 6 h t z - 6 h t i  -0.1915 
6/12 -6/11 
For the case without the outboard flaps, 
The simulations performed in this report do not use these values of PI and Pz. Several 
experiments were performed with these values in the mixing matrix and the performance 
of the adaptive controller was not significantly changed. 
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